**CITY OF FITCHBURG**  
**NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING**

**CITY COUNCIL FINANCE COMMITTEE**

**MEETING DATE:** Tuesday, April 23, 2019  
**MEETING TIME:** 6:00 AM ☐ PM ☒  
**MEETING PLACE:** MEMORIAL MIDDLE SCHOOL LIBRARY  
Name of building (if applicable)  
Room number (if applicable)  
Address  
615 Rollstone Street  
City  
Fitchburg, MA 01420

**AGENDA ITEMS:**

- Announcement regarding the recording of public meetings  
- Public Forum

113-19 ORDER: that there be and hereby is transferred from within the sum of EIGHTEEN THOUSAND, NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY-TWO AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($18,972.00) same to be transferred from YEAR 43 MOC/UNITED NEIGHBORS OF FITCHBURG, BUILDING EMPOWERED YOUTH AND FAMILIES PROGRAM to YEAR 44 MOC/UNITED NEIGHBORS OF FITCHBURG, BUILDING EMPOWERED YOUTH AND FAMILIES PROGRAM.

114-19 ORDER: that there be and hereby is appropriated the sum of ONE HUNDRED THREE THOUSAND, SIX HUNDRED AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($103,600.00) same to be charged against RESERVED FOR APPROPRIATION, INSURANCE RECOVERIES OVER $150,000 and credited to SCHOOL EXPENSES.

115-19 ORDER: that there be and hereby is appropriated the sum of ONE MILLION AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($1,000,000.00) same to be charged against AVAILABLE FUNDS and credited to TREASURER DEBT SERVICE, MATURING DEBT, for the purpose of paying part of the Longsjo School Roof loan.

*Please note: Massachusetts Open Meeting Law requires that all topics that the Chair reasonably anticipates must be listed and that the list of topics must be sufficiently specific to reasonably inform the public of the issues to be discussed at the meeting.*
ORDER: that there be and hereby is appropriated the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($100,000.00) same to be charged against AVAILABLE FUNDS and credited to SCHOOL DEPARTMENT, CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS for the purpose of abating asbestos in the basement of Longsjo Middle School in anticipation of replacing a main water pipe.

ORDER: that there be and hereby is appropriated the sum of TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($25,000.00) same to be charged against AVAILABLE FUNDS and credited to INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EXPENSES, LEGAL COSTS AND EXPENSES.

By Calvin D. Brooks, Clerk, for Marcus L. DiNatale, Chairman

*Please note: Massachusetts Open Meeting Law requires that all topics that the Chair reasonably anticipates must be listed and that the list of topics must be sufficiently specific to reasonably inform the public of the issues to be discussed at the meeting.*